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Introduction
Library Website as Information Gateway



Official Website

(https://library.uum.edu.my)



“4” Important Sections in Library Official Website

1.LibSearch 2. Free Resources 3.E-Resources 4.UUM E-Thesis

LOGIN Not Required Not Required Required Required

COLLECTION Bibliographic information 

of entire collection

Open access collection Subscribed online 

databases & eBooks

UUM theses and 

dissertations

FORMAT Online Online Online Online

FUNCTION To check the availability of 

library collection

To make an online 

reservation

To give academic support 

To enhance the number of 

searching results

To give academic support

Act as a platform to get 

“eThesis” username and 

password

To ease the process of 

searching eThesis to 

authorize users

To avoid the duplication of 

theses contents



LibSearch

Go to the Library Website Homepage

https://library.uum.edu.my

http://library.uum.edu.my/


Free Resources

A compilation of free open

access resources into one

platform to facilitate knowledge

access for users.

Managed by categories:

1. eBooks

2. eJournals

3. eTheses

4. Repositories

5. Online Databases



E-Resources

LOGIN ID
Using UUM 

Student Portal



UUM eThesis

LOGIN ID
At eResources

page in section  

“eThesis Update”



Reliable Academic 

Sources



“3” Most Reliable
Academic Sources

2. Open Access Journals

Directory of Open Access Journals

3. Google 

Scholar

1. Subscribed Online Databases

ACM Digital Library

Bloomberg

Cambridge Journal Online

CCH Online Library

CLJ Law

Datastream

Emerald Insight

ERIC

Harvard Business Review

IMF eLibrary

JSTOR Arts & Sciences III

Lawnet

Leisure Tourism

Lexis Advance

ProQuest (ABI/INFORM Complete)

Westlaw

Wiley Online Library

World Scientific



Effective Searching 

Techniques



“5” Effective Searching Techniques

5. Nested searches

Use parentheses to separate search boxes

(pets NOT (cats OR dogs)) AND behavior

1.Using the right keywords

Synonyms

Related terms

phrases

2.Phrase searching

Use quotation marks 

“transferable skills”

3.Boolean Logic

Use Boolean operators AND, OR and NOT

4.Truncation and wildcard

Truncation : Use asterisk (*), question mark (?) or (!)

Wildcard    : Use asterisk (*), question mark (?) or (#)



Keyword Search

• You should know what

you’re looking for and can

describe it with some

keywords or phrases or

synonyms

Synonyms

Phrases

Related terms

• Keyword : Social Media

• Synonyms/ Related Terms/

Phrase : Social Network,

Social Sites, Social

Platform, Social Website

Keyword



Phrase Search

• Phrase searching involves

placing double quotation

marks ("__") around two or

more words to create a

search term.

• This technique narrows the

search to retrieve only those

results in which the exact

phrase appears.

“ ”

• Search : "humour therapy"

• Results     :    words humour

and therapy appear next to 

each other.

• Note: phrase search will only

search for results that contain

the exact spelling of the

keywords, e.g. a search for

"humour therapy" will not

retrieve results containing

"humor therapy".

Phrase 
Search



Boolean 
Operators

• When you use AND,

ALL of your keywords

are included in each

search

• Decreases the

number of search

results

“video games”

18,737 results

“video games” AND 

teenagers

547 results

AND

• When you use OR,

ANY of your keywords

are included in each

search

• Increases the number

of search results

teenagers

105,806 results

teenagers OR 

adolescents

230,911 results

OR

• Words that follow NOT

are excluded in each

search

• Decreases the

number of search

results

“video games” 

18,737 results

“video games” NOT 

violence

17,880 results

NOT



TRUNCATION WILDCARD

• The truncation symbol is used

at the end of a word to find

variations of word stem.

?   !   *

• The wildcard symbol is used

to retrieve a variant letter or

letters within a word.

?   #  *

• Search : educat*

• Retrieve : education, educate,

educated, educator, educators

• Search : wom?m

• Retrieve : woman, women

Truncation 
and 

Wildcard



Nested Search

• Use nesting when you are

trying to link two or more

concepts that may have

many synonyms.

• A keyword searching

technique that utilizes

parentheses to clarify

relationships between search

terms

( )

• With Nesting : alcohol AND

(teenagers OR adolescents)

• Results : will have

alcohol and teenagers or

alcohol and adolescents or

alcohol and both terms

• Without Nesting : alcohol

AND teenagers OR

adolescents

• Results : will have

alcohol and teenagers and

adolescents without alcohol

as a concept

Nested 
Search



Managing Reference 

List



Referencing is the PROCESS OF CITING or

documenting the sources of quotes, theories,

ideas, illustrations and diagrams that you

have used in your thesis/assignment.

When we acknowledge sources in this way, WE

GIVE CREDIT TO ANOTHER PERSON’S

WORDS, IDEAS OR OPINIONS in the form of a

note and/or bibliographic reference or citation.

What is 

Referencing?



“6” Reasons for Referencing

2. Help you to build a web of ideas

3. Supports your own voice in 

academic writing
6. Acknowledges the work of others

5. Helps to spread knowledge

1. Facilitates the tracing of the origins 

of ideas
4. Validates arguments

(Source: Neville, 2010)



is an "author-date" style, so the citation

in the text consists of the author(s)

name and year of publication given

wholly or partly in round brackets. Use

only the surname of the author(s) and

the year of publication.

Chicago: Author-date Style

Is another popular style using the author-date system for 

in-text citations. In-text citation: It consists mainly of the 

authors' last name and the year of publication (and page 

numbers if it is directly quoted) in round brackets placed 

within the text

Harvard Science: Author-date Style

is an author-date referencing system which draws

upon the 6th edition of the Publication manual of

the American Psychological Association (APA).

Each work or source referred to within the body of

your writing is given an in-text reference and an

entry in the Reference list at the end of the

document.

APA (American Psychological 

Association)

Correspond to a reference in the main reference

list. They contain the first word of the reference,

which is usually the author's surname, and the

page, or page-range in which the reference is

found. They come directly after the quote or

parenthetical or in a natural pause.

MLA (Modern Language Association)

Is a numbered referencing style that uses citation

numbers in the text of paper, provided in square

brackets. A full corresponding reference is listed at

the end of the paper, next to the respective

citation number

IEEE Style“5” Types of 
Referencing Styles

1.APA

4.HARVARD

3.IEEE

2.MLA



“3” Types of Reference Managers



Plagiarism Prevention



Plagiarism is PRESENTING SOMEONE

ELSE'S WORK or IDEAS AS YOUR OWN, with

or without their consent, by incorporating it

into your work WITHOUT FULL

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT.

All published and unpublished material,

whether in manuscript, printed or electronic

form, is covered under this definition

What is 

Plagiarism?

(Source: University of Oxford, 2019)



Using standard Referencing Style  

e.g. APA, MLA, IEEE etc.

2. CITE CORRECTLY

Scan through your paper and make 

sure cite every sources you used.

3. PROOFREAD

Use “….” when direct quoting 

someone.

4. QUOTE

05

04

03

02

01

“10” Tips

Avoid Plagiarism in 

Writing

Reword a sentence without loosing 

meaning.

5. PARAPHRASE

Give yourself enough time when 

writing a  paper.

1. STARTS EARLY



A system to check your works 

similarity. 

E.g. Turnitin.com

7. PLAGIARISM CHECKER

Insert reference list at the end of your 

page. Manage yours by using 

Reference Manager. 

E.g. Mendeley, EndNote

8. REFERENCE PAGE

Making sure you know the guidelines 

for paper you working on.

9. ASK YOUR LECTURER

10

09

08

07

06

“10” Tips

Avoid Plagiarism in 

Writing

Cite them and insert them in your 

reference list.

10. INTERNET IS A SOURCE

Try add some value to the topic by 

including some of your own sights.

6. ADD VALUE



What do I need to cite?

You should always provide references for:

› Direct quotations

› Summaries, paraphrases

› Statistics

› Charts, graphs, diagrams

› Controversial interpretations

› Results of others’ research



Online Verification of Plagiarism Checking 

Step 1: Compile Cover page + 

Chapters + References List 
Step 2: Go to UUM Portal and Login

Step 3: Click “Academic”

Step 4: Then, click “Similarity/Plagiarism Check”

Step 5: Click “Guideline” for details and “New Submission” for 

application

Step 6: Select checking purpose and choose 

your file (.doc/.docx) and “Upload”



Publishing Tools



Publishing tools are the tools used to identify

the best journals before publish your articles

that consists of

Journal Quality Evaluator;

Journal Finder And ;

Self-archiving Policy.

What is 

Publishing Tools?



“3” Types of Journal Quality Evaluators

2

3

1

DOAJ is a community-curated online directory that indexes and provides access

to high quality and peer-reviewed Open Access Journals.

DOAJ (Directory of Open Access Journals

MyJurnal is a online system used by Malaysia Citation Centre (MCC) to collect

and index all the Malaysian journals. MyJurnal contains bibliographic data and full

text contents of articles published in refereed scholarly journals in Malaysia, in

various disciplines such as Arts & Humanities, Engineering & Technology,

Medical & Health Sciences,

MyJurnal

Portal that includes the journals and country scientific indicators developed from

the information contained in the Scopus Database.

SJR (SCImago Journal and Country Rank)



“4” Types of Journal Finders

Go to https://journalsuggester.springer.com/

SPRINGER JOURNAL SUGGESTER

Go to https://journalfinder.elsevier.com/

ELSEVIER JOURNAL FINDER

Go to https://www.edanzediting.com/journal-selector

EDANZ JOURNAL SELECTORGo to https://www.journalguide.com/

JOURNAL GUIDE

01

02

03

04



Self-Archiving Policy

Use this site 

(http://sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/index.php.) to find a 

summary of permissions that are normally given as 

part of each publisher's copyright transfer 

agreement.

Sherpa Romeo

“Self-archiving is the act of (the author's) depositing a free copy of an electronic document online in 

order to provide open access to it.”  

(Harnad, S.,2001)



Checking Journal 

Status



BEFORE checking, you NEED to obtain the JOURNAL DETAILS that

is suitable for your article and CHECK it using the relevance

platforms.

Checking Journal Status

Journal Title: Journal of Simulation

ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) : 1747-7778 (printed)

ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) : 1747-7786 (online)

Publisher Name: Palgrave Macmillan

Country of Publication : UK

Website : https://link.springer.com/journal/41273 

Example of Details Needed



“4” Platforms for Checking

01
02

03

04

WoS (WEB OF SCIENCE) –

THOMSON REUTERS

Is the world's most trusted publisher-

independent global citation database which

provides subscription-based access to multiple

databases with comprehensive citation data for

many different academic disciplines.

BLACKLISTED JOURNALS 

BY MoE

Four publishers was blacklist by MOE.

Journals under these publishers are not

recognized.

SCOPUS

Is a source-neutral abstract and citation

database curated by independent subject

matter experts.

ULRICHSWEB.COM

Is the standard library directory and database

providing information about popular and academic

magazines, scientific journals, newspapers and

other serial publications.



Research Visibility



Research visibility is to make sure the

RESEARCH REACHES THE WIDEST POSSIBLE

AUDIENCE, this is part of the job of being a

researcher. By making your research more

VISIBLE you could potentially open up future

collaboration / job / publication opportunities,

increase citations to your work and increase the

number of people finding, reading and building

on your work.

What is 

Research Visibility?

(Source: Sally Dalton, 2017)



“4” Platforms for Researcher’s Profile

1. RESEARCHERID 2. SCOPUS ID

3. GOOGLE 
CITATION 
PROFILE

4. ORCID



“4” Types of Researcher’s Social Networks

1. RESEARCH 
GATE

2. ACADEMIA

3. LINKEDIN 4. FB PAGE



Where NOT to Publish?

 Predatory list by MOHE

 Misleading Impact Factor

 Bogus/Fake Journals

 Beal’s list of predatory journals

 De-listed journals



We really hope that you will be 

able to :-

Conclusion

1. improve search skills and learn

advanced tips

2. employ efficient database searching

techniques

3. perform web searches using different

'operators' and advanced search

options

4. familiar with the research process from

starting till publishing



Ms. Mazyana Hashim

Head Customer 

Services Department

mazyana@uum.edu.my

+604 928 3636

Contact Us

Ms. Nor Allia Askandar

Librarian

norallia@uum.edu.my

+604 9283639

Mrs. Siti Suriyani Muhammad

Librarian

sitisuriyani@uum.edu.my

+604 928 3638

Mrs. Fadzilah Hussin

Librarian

fadzilah.hussin@uum.edu.my

+604 928 3635

https://library.uum.edu.my

Perpustakaan Sultanah Bahiyah

@UUMLibrary

@psbuum

Email : 

refquery@uum.edu.my

+604 – 928 3627 (Information Desk)

+604 – 928 3628 (One Stop Centre)



Library 

Services

Research Consultation Program

Inter-Library Loan

Group Workshop by Request

Visit Other Library

Research Information Service



“10” Modules Offered to You

1. Information 

Skills Workshop

2. Google Scholar 4. Google Drive

3. Open Access 

Publication
5. Referencing 

Style (APA Stye)

6. Thesis 

Formatting with 

Ms Word

7. Library for 

Beginners

8. Scholarly 

Publications

10. Advanced 

Information 

Research Skills

9. Turnitin for 

Instructors



Thank You
Your cooperation is highly appreciated


